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Let G be a permutation group on a set B with no fixed points inC? and let m
be a positive nteger. If no element ofG moves any subset ofSz by more than m
points (that is if [T-PI Cm for every TcB and go G), then 0 is finite, and
moreover IsZ( < 5m - 2. If moreover G is transitive on B then IQ1 ,< 3m and equality 
can be achieved ifm = 2 or m is apower of 3. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a permutation group on a set Q such that G has no fixed points 
in Sz and, for some positive nteger m, elements of G move subsets ofD by 
at most m points; that is, for all gE G and Tc Q, the set r- Tg has car- 
dinality a  most m. How large can (521 be? It follows from aresult ofPeter 
M. Neumann [4, Lemma 2.31, which is equivalent to a result ofB. H. 
Neumann [3] (or see [I, Theorem l]), that all orbits ofG must be finite, 
and moreover, it follows from the quantitative version f[4, Lemma 2.3 J, 
due to Birch, Burns, Macdonald and Peter M. Neumann [ 1, Theorem 2J, 
that each orbit of G has length atmost (m + 1)‘. We derive upper bounds 
which are linear inm on both the orbit lengths and the number of orbits 
of G and show that he bounds can often be achieved. Ourmain result is
the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a permutation group on Q which as no fixed 
points on0, and let m be a positive nteger. Suppose that, for all gE G and 
for all finite subsets r of 52, the cardinality of r- Tg is at most m. Then l2 
is finite. Moreover, 
(a) the number tof G-orbits n Q is at most 2m - 1, 
(b) each G-orbit has length atmost 3m, and 
(c) the cardinality of Q is at most + 3m - 1. 
In particular (01 <Sm - 2 and, $ G is transitive on Sz, then )1;2( < 3m. 
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For a permutation group G on 52 and a subset r of Sz the movement of 
r, move(r), isdefined tobe the supremum of the cardinalities of the ets 
Tg - r, for gE G. The group G is said to have movement bounded by a car- 
dinal number m if move(r) < m for all subsets P,and G is said to have 
bounded movement if it has movement bounded by some positive nteger m. 
Thus Theorem 1shows that permutation groups of bounded movement are 
finite. Note that any group G of tinitary permutations of aninfinite set52 
has Tg - r finite for all gE G and r E Q but the movement of r may or 
may not be finite. There are xamples oftinitary g oups G with arbitrarily 
many orbits ofarbitrary sizes for which there are subsets with (countably) 
infinite movement. Thus for permutation groups with movement bounded 
by an infinite cardinal m there is no bound on either the orbit lengths or
the number of orbits interms of m. 
There are various ways in which the bounds in Theorem 1may be 
attained. There are xamples oftransitive permutation groups of degree 3m
with movement bounded by m when m is a power of 3 or m = 2 but there 
are no examples ifm is divisible by 4, 25, or a prime greater than 5. 
THEOREM 2. (a) Any transitive group offinite degree 3m = 3’ > 3 which 
has exponent 3 has movement bounded by m. 
(b) The group A4 acting on the set of 3m = 6 unordered pairs of points 
from a set of size 4 has movement bounded by 2. 
(c) Suppose that G is a transitive group offinite degree 3; with move- 
ment bounded by m. Then m is not divisible y 4 or 25 or a prime greater 
than 5. 
No examples are known of transitive groups of degree 3m with move- 
ment bounded by m if m > 2 and m is not a power of 3: Theorem 2implies 
that m must be of the form = 2”3’5’ with 0<a < 1, 0 < c < 1, and b 2 0. 
The inequalities obtained inTheorem 1can be improved incertain cases. 
For example, ifG is a 2-group itwill be shown that each orbit of G has 
length at most 2m (Lemma 2.1). Conversely, every permutation group of 
degree at most 2m will be shown to have movement bounded by m 
(Lemma 3.4). Also, if G has movement bounded by m but is not a 2-group, 
and if p is the smallest oddprime divisor ofIG1, then the orbit lengths of
G will be shown to be less than 1 + 2mp/(p - 1) (Lemma 2.2). 
Now consider the upper bound of t + 3m - 1 for the degree of a group 
with torbits having movement bounded by m. When can this upper bound 
be attained? Or,putting this question in another way: 
Question. For which positive ntegers n are there apositive nteger t 
and a permutation group of degree n with torbits which as movement 
bounded by r(n - t + 1)/31? 
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(For XE OX, [xl denotes the least integer greater than or equal to x.) A
construction of such agroup is given (Lemma 3.6) if the 3-adic expansion 
of n, namely n=CiaO a,3’ with each a, equal to 0, 1, or 2, satisfies 
1 <xi>1 ajd3. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let G be a permutation group on 52 which as no fixed points inQ, and 
let m be a positive nteger. Suppose that, for all gE G and for all finite 
f c 52, the cardinality of r- Tg is at most m. If G has an orbit Q, in Q 
of length greater than (m + 1 )2 then, with r chosen to be a subset of9, of 
m + 1 points, by [ 1, Theorem 2) there is an element g EG such that l-n Tg 
is empty, which is a contradiction. Thus all G-orbits in 52 have length at
most (m + 1)2. Next we show that 52 is finite. 
Let 0,) . . Q, be s orbits ofG of lengths n,, .  . n,. Choose aieai and let 
Hi:=G,,, so that lG:H,J =nj. For geG set T(g) := {cli(a~#cli} and let 
y(g):=jr(g)(. Since T(g)nT(g)g=Q( it follows that y(g)<< for all 
g E G. Let Q := a, u . . . u Q, and let G and R,, . . Rs denote the (finite) 
permutation groups on a induced byG and H, , . . H,. Then ni = IG : R,I. 
For g E G let gE G denote the permutation of 0 induced by g. Then, as 
y( 1G) = 0, we have 
Now, counting the pairs (g, i) such that gE G and cr; #aj gives 
=,Glql-f). 
I I 
It follows that xi (1 - l/n,) cm. Since ni > 2 for all i it follows that 
xi( 1 - l/ni) 2 s/2, and so s < 2m, that is, s d 2m - 1. Consequently G has at 
most 2m - 1 orbits and so 52 and G are finite. 
Now, for gc G, let p(g) denote the maximum size of a subset TE Q such 
that rnrg= 0. It is easy to see that, for g# 1, p(g) 2 (n- Ifix g/)/3, 
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where lix g:= {a ED) ag = a}, and n := JSZI. For a set rconsisting of “every 
second point” of every cycle of g of length atleast 2 is mapped by g to a 
set disjoint from r, and Irl > (n - 1 fix gl)/3. (To be precise, foreach cycle 
(a 1, -.., ar) of g of length at least 2, we can take the [r/2] points aZi- ,, 
1 <i< r/2, to lie in r.) Thus we have (n- ltix g1)/3 <p(g) <m, that is, 
llix g(2 n - 3m, for g# 1, and of course 1, fixes all n points of Q. The 
number tof orbits ofG in Q is equal to the average number of fixed points 
of elements ofG (see, for example, [S, Theorem 3.211) and hence 
t > n - 3m, that is, IZ <t + 3m - 1. This completes heproof of Theorem 1. 
It is worth exploring some of these arguments further. Forexample, ifg
is a non-identity 2-element of G, then aset r consisting of every second 
point of every cycle of g of length at least 2 (as defined above) has size 
(n - (fix g1)/2 and, as Tn Tg = 0, Irl 6m. Thus (fix gl>n - 2m. In par- 
ticular, if G is a 2-group then the number tof orbits ofG is greater then 
n - 2m, that is, n< t + 2m - 1. Moreover, ifG has an orbit, Sz, say, such 
that he permutation group induced byG on Sz, is a 2-group, then these 
arguments show that 152, < 2m. Thus we have the following mprovement 
of Theorem 1for 2-groups. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a 2-group satisfying thehypotheses of Theorem 1. 
Then each orbit of G has size at most 2m and lsZl< t+ 2m - 1~ 4m - 2. 
Now, if G is not a 2-group and if p is the least odd prime dividing 
(G( then each element ge G has at most (n - lfix gl)/p cycles of odd 
length in 0. Consequently heset r above (consisting of every second 
point of every cycle of g of length at least 2) has size at least 
((n-lfixg()/2)- {(n-l!ixg()/2p)=(n-(fix g()(p-1)/2p, and hence 
Ifix gl> n - 2mp/(p - 1). It follows that he number t of orbits ofG is 
greater than n- 2mp/(p - 1 ), so n < t + 2mp/(p - 1). Also, an orbit of G 
has size less than 1 + 2mp/(p - 1). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a group satisfying thehypotheses of Theorem 1. 
Suppose that G is not a 2-group and let p be the least odd prime dividing (GI. 
Then each orbit of G has size less than 1 + 2mp/(p - 1) and 
(al < t + 2mp/(p - 1). In particular n < 5m - 2 ifp = 3 and n < (9m - 3)/2 if 
pa5. 
3. GROUPS WITH BOUNDED MOVEMENT ATTAINING THE BOUNDS 
Let us consider first the case of transitive groups of degree 3m with 
movement bounded by m. First weestablish the claims ade in Theorem 2
about such groups. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let m = 3’3 1 and let G be a transitive permutation group 
on a set 52 of 3m points with G of exponent 3.Then G has movement bounded 
by m. 
Proof: Let g E G - { 1) and let fc 0. For each cycle C of g of length 
3, (rn C)- (rn C)g has size at most 1. Thus If - f”( is at most the 
number of cycles ofg of length 3, that is, Ir- PI d /al/3 = m. So G has 
movement bounded by m. 
LEMMA 3.2. The group G= A, acting onthe set Q of 6 unordered pairs 
of points from a set of size 4 has movement bounded by2. 
Proof: Let g E G - { 1 }. Then g has order 2or 3. Let rs IR. If g has 
order 2then ghas two cycles oflength 2 and hence (r-PI < 2. Similarly 
if ghas order 3then ghas two cycles oflength 3 and again Ir- Tgl < 2. 
The existence of transitive groups of degree 3mwith movement bounded 
by m when m > 2 and m is not a power of 3 is not completely settled. We 
have the following formation for even m. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G be a transitive group on Sz of degree 3m with move- 
ment bounded by m, where m is even and m > 2. Then m is not divisible by 
4 and every 2-element of Gfixes at least m points. 
Proof: Let gE G have order a power of 2, and let T(g) be the set 
defined asfollows: for each cycle C of g, T(g) n C is empty if C has 
length 1, while if C= (a,, . . ai) has length i> 1 then T(g) n C= 
{ay-i 11 <j< i/2}. Then r( ) . g is mapped by g to a set disjoint from T(g) 
and hence Ir(g)l <m. Thus (supp gJ 6 2m, where supp g= (alag#~}, so 
g fixes atleast m points. Now let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup f G. Then by 
[S, Theorem 3.211, the number t, of orbits ofS in 52 is the average number 
of fixed points of elements ofS, so t, > m. If m were divisible by 4 then 
each orbit of S would have length at least 4 and so t, would be at most 
(8(/4 = 3m/4. Hence m is not divisible by 4. 
It follows from the proof of Lemma 3.3 that aSylow 2-subgroup must 
have at least m/2 orbits oflength 2.
Question. Are there any transitive groups of degree 3m with movement 
bounded by m, with m > 2 and m twice an odd number? 
In the special case of 2-groups with movement bounded by m the orbit 
lengths are at most 2m by Lemma 2.1, and in fact every permutation group 
of degree at most 2m has movement bounded by m. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let G be a permutation group on a set 52 of degree atmost 
2m. Then G has movement bounded bym. 
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Proof. Let g E G - { 1 } and let Tc 9. Then for each cycle C of G, 
(TnC)-(rnC)z has size at most ICI/2 and hence lr-TgJ <jQj/2<m. 
We complete he proof of Theorem 2by considering transitive groups of 
degree 3m with movement bounded by m, with m divisible by a prime 
greater than 3. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let G be a transitive group on a set Q of 3m points with 
movement bounded by m. Then m is not divisible y 25 or by a prime greater 
than 5, and if 5 divides m then m > 5 and every 5-element in G fixes at least 
m/2 points. Also, if m > 1 then G contains a 3-element with no fixed points. 
Proof: Suppose that m is divisible y a prime p> 5. Then as G is 
transitive of d gree 3m, JGI is divisible by p.Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup 
of G and let gE P - { 11. Define the set r(g) as in the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
Then IZJg)l <m and, as g has odd order, Ir(g)l = (3m- (fixg( -c(g))/2, 
where c(g) is the number of nontrivial cycles ofg. Now each nontrivial 
cycle of g has length at least p and so c(g) <(3m - Jfix go/p. Hence 
(fix g(> m - 2m/(p - 1). By [4, Theorem 3.211 the number t, of orbits of
P is equal to the average number of fixed points ofthe lements ofP and 
so t, > m - 2m/(p - 1). However, ifpa is the highest power of p dividing m 
then each orbit of P has length divisible by p”and so t, d 3m/p”. It follows 
that p= 5 = p”. Thus no prime greater than 5 divides m and 25 does not 
divide m.If p= 5 then each 5-element fixes atleast m/2 points. Ifm = 5 
then, as the number of fixed points ofa 5-element is a multiple of 5, each 
5-element fixes atleast live points. It follows that 3= 3m/5 > t5 > 5, which 
is a contradiction. Thus m > 5. 
Finally, if m > 1 and 3 does not divide ICI then by Lemma 2.2 we have 
IQ( < 1 -t 5m/2 d 3m, which is a contradiction. To establish that G contains 
a 3-element wi h no fixed points wemust use [2], which proves that G
contains a fixed point free r-element forsome prime r. By Lemma 3.3 and 
the argument above, r must be 3. 
Question. Is there a transitive group of degree 3m with movement 
bounded by m with m divisible by 5 ?
Now we shall consider intransitive groups with movement bounded by 
m which ave t orbits and degree close to t + 3m - 1. Let n be a positive 
integer. We construct such agroup with m close to n/3. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let n be a positive integer. There is a permutation group of 
degree n with movement bounded by Ln/3_1 and with t orbits, where t is the 
number of terms in the 3-adic expansion fn (that is, tj”n = C ai3’ with each 
a, equal to 0, 1, or 2 then t =x ai). Hence if t-a,, is 1,2, or 3, then there 
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is apermutation group of degree n with torbits which as movement bounded 
by T(n-t+ 1)/37 
ProoJ Let n = Ciao a,3’, where ach ai is 0, 1, or 2, and set = z a,. 
For each i, if ai > 0, let Q,, . . Q,( be sets of size 3’ and let Q be the dis- 
joint union of all the Q,. For each Q, let G, be the trivial permutation 
group on Q, if i= 0, and a transitive permutation group of exponent 3 on 
Q, if i> 0, and consider the direct product G = JJ G, of the G, acting on
Q with the sets Sz, as orbits. Letr~ Q and g E G - { 1 }. Then, arguing as
in Lemma 3.1, (r-Tg( is at most the number of cycles ofg of length 3, 
that is, Jr- Tgl < Ln/3_1. Thus G has movement bounded by Ln/3 Jand has 
t orbits. 
WehaveLn/3J=r(n-t+1)/3JifandonlyifCi,,aiis 1 2,or3. 
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